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a b s t r a c t
Pit corrosion of Li during stripping is an important factor responsible for poor Li cycling eﬃciency, a metric
that determines its cycling life. When excess Li is present, it has been observed that Li tends to strip in a nonuniform fashion, forming pits that extend well past the theoretical Li depth that inevitably lead to the formation
of electronically isolated “dead” Li particles. In this work, a novel cell with replenishable Li is shown to inherently
mitigate the formation of this “dead” Li, as a direct result of a design in which the intrinsically more homogenous
stripping behavior of anode-free cells are combined with a replenishable limited Li reservoir. These novel cells
(Li|Cu||LiFePO4 ) exhibit 25% and 34% higher cumulative capacities than the conventional cells (Cu|Li||LiFePO4 )
in carbonate and ether electrolytes, respectively, enabling a signiﬁcant increase in cycle life without impacting
energy density. This improvement strategy represents a new direction in Li metal battery improvement, in which
improved cycling can be achieved regardless of electrolyte chemistry.

1. Introduction
The pathway towards 500 Wh kg−1 rechargeable batteries has been
proposed recently by the Battery 500 Consortium, where the key to
achieving such a metric is the employment of Li metal as the anode [1–
4]. However, the volume expansion and inherent reactivity of Li generally results in low coulombic eﬃciency and dendritic growth that yields
a short cycle life and potential safety risks for any practical Li metal battery [5–9]. In the past decade, several important strategies have been
widely studied for improving the cycle life of the Li metal anode, including designing novel electrolytes, [10–18] protecting the surface of the
Li, [19–25] constructing 3D porous hosts, [26–31] and engineering the
cell design [32,33].
To date, realizing high coulombic eﬃciency Li metal anodes is still
the biggest challenge, where the accumulation of the electrochemically
inactive “dead” Li has been identiﬁed as a primary limitation [34,35].
Besides the electronically disconnected, SEI (solid electrolyte interface)
surrounded “dead” Li that is formed during plating, “dead” Li particles
are also inevitably formed during stripping due to non-homogenous ﬂux
over repeated cycles [36,37]. Indeed, pit formation marches through the
entire Li electrode thickness even when only a fraction of the Li was
supposed to be cycled.
Li-free batteries, on the other hand, provide all the active Li for plating by the cathode. Due to the inevitable side reactions during the initial
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charge in order to form the SEI, the cell capacities are always limited by
the amount of active lithium. Couple with the poor coulombic eﬃciency
during subsequent cycles, the cells usually experience rapid capacity decay. However, the Li-free batteries provide one advantage, in that all the
active Li of the plated Li metal is stripped at the end of cell discharge, effectively mitigating the eﬀect of pit formation. In this work, we describe
a novel anode free cell design that maintains this advantage. However,
an active Li reserve is also provided in order to extend the cell cycle
life. This design signiﬁcantly reduced buildup of “dead” Li, enhancing
the cycle life of the constructed Li metal battery.
2. Experimental methods
2.1. Electrolyte preparation
The solvents ethylene carbonate (EC), ethylmethyl carbonate (EMC),
1,3-dioxolane (DOL), 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME), vinylene carbonate
(VC), and the salt lithium hexaﬂuorophosphate (LiPF6 ) were purchased
from Gotion and used as received. Lithium bis(ﬂuorosulfonyl)imide
(LiFSI) and lithium nitrate (LiNO3 ) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Lithium bis(triﬂuoromethane sulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) was purchased
from Capchem. The two electrolytes of 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC (1:1
weight ratio) with 2wt% of VC, and 1 M LiFSI, 1 M LiTFSI, and 0.5 M
LiNO3 in DOL/DME (1:1 weight ratio) were prepared by dissolving
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predetermined amounts of salts into the mixed solvents under stirring
to achieve stable and clear solutions. Here, 1 M is deﬁned as 1 M salt
dissolved into 1 kg of solvent.
2.2. Preparation of electrodes
LiFePO4 (LFP) cathodes were prepared with LiFePO4 powder (MTI
corporation), Super-P, graphite, and PVDF in a ratio of 75:10:5:10 mixed
in N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) and cast on Al foil. After drying in a
vacuum oven at 80°C overnight, the LiFePO4 cathode was cut into 12
mm discs with an active areal mass loading of ~18.2 mg cm−2 .
For stripping characterization, 40 ± 5 μm thin commercial Li was
obtained from China Energy Lithium Co.. The limited thin Li ﬁlm used
in cell testing was prepared via electrochemical plating in a Cu||Li coin
cell. The electrolyte for making the thin Li ﬁlm was 1 M LiFSI, 1 M
LiTFSI, and 0.5 M LiNO3 in DOL/DME (1:1 weight ratio), which resulted
in a dendrite free dense Li ﬁlm, which was retrieved from the Li||Cu
cell and paired with an LFP electrode for full cell studies. A 12.5 mmdiameter Li chip was used to deposit 2 mAh cm−2 of Li on a 15 mmdiameter Cu foil at 0.1 mA cm−2 for the Cu|Li||LFP cells. Another 6
mm-diameter Li chip was used to deposit 8 mAh cm−2 of Li on a 15
mm-diameter Cu foil under 0.1 mA cm−2 for the Li|Cu||LFP cells. In all
cases, the deposited Li ﬁlms were washed with DME, then dried in the
glovebox for 1 hour before use.

Fig. 1. a) Optical image of the 40 ± 5 μm commercial thin Li. b) Top view SEM
image of the 40 ± 5 μm commercial thin Li. c) Cross-sectional SEM image of the
40 ± 5 μm commercial thin Li. d) Optical image of the 40 ± 5 μm commercial
thin Li after stripping Li under 0.5 mA cm−2 for 6 h. e) Top view SEM image
of the 40 ± 5 μm commercial thin Li after stripping Li under 0.5 mA cm−2 for
6 h. f) Cross-sectional SEM image of the 40 ± 5 μm commercial thin Li after
stripping Li under 0.5 mA cm−2 for 6 h. Electrolyte is 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC
(1:1 weight ratio) with 2 wt% of VC.

2.4. Characterization
The morphology and thickness of the Li metal ﬁlms were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 250 SEM).
The sample was attached to a double-sided carbon tape and placed on a
specimen holder. The prepared sample was sealed in a laminate plastic
bag inside the glovebox for transferring to the SEM. The approximate
time of sample exposed to air (from a sealed environment to the SEM
stage) was less than 3 s.

2.3. Electrochemical test
2016-type coin cells were used for all the electrochemical performance studies in this work with Celgard 25 μm trilayer PP-PE-PP membranes as the separator. One 1-mm thick spacer was placed on the anode
side under the Li electrode to match the thickness of the cell stack to the
coin cell case. A ﬁxed amount of electrolyte (~50 μL) was added into
each coin cell to guarantee the complete wetting of the separator and
electrodes.
In the Cu|Li||LFP cell, the 2 mAh cm−2 Li (12.5 mm in diameter)
was placed on the spacer, where the Li faced to the LFP cathode, as
in a common Li battery cell. The size of the Li ﬁlm was slightly larger
than the LFP cathode to ensure good alignment of the electrodes. In the
Li|Cu||LFP cell, the 8 mAh cm−2 Li (6 mm in diameter) was placed on
the spacer on top of which was placed a Cu foil (Li was thus on the side of
Cu not facing the LFP cathode). A drop of electrolyte was added between
the spacer and Li to guarantee the wetting of the Li during cycling. The
small size of the Li ﬁlm in this cell was designed for minimizing the
Li participation in the normal cycling process due to the large distance
between the edge of the Li and the LFP electrode. In both conﬁgurations,
the total Li metal amount is the same.
Galvanostatic charge/discharge was conducted between a cell voltage of 2 to 4 V. The ﬁrst charge/discharge cycle was conducted at 0.2
mA cm−2 , and the following cycles were under 0.5 mA cm−2 . Once the
capacity of the Li|Cu||LFP cell dropped below 75% of the original output
capacity of the cell, Li was replenished to the cathode. After the normal
discharge to 2 V at 0.5 mA cm−2 , the cell was rested for an hour to reach
the equilibrium of the cell potential followed by discharging the cell to
2 V at 0.02 mA cm−2 . Afterwards, the cell was rested for another hour
and was discharged to 2 V at 0.01 mA cm−2 again. In order to have
a fair comparison, the same two-step discharge at low current densities
was also applied to the Cu|Li||LFP cell, when its capacity dropped below
75% of the original output.
Galvanostatic cycling was conducted on a Land battery tester. For exsitu characterization, the cycled electrodes were recovered by disassembling the coin cell. All the samples were washed with pure electrolyte
solvents three times and dried in the glovebox antechamber under vacuum.
The electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS) was measured on
cells at the fully discharged state at a frequency from 7 MHz to 0.1
Hz on an electrochemical working station (Biologic).

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Direct observation of pit corrosion during Li Stripping
As a demonstration, pit corrosion based Li stripping dynamics were
observed by directly stripping a commercial 40 ± 5 μm thick Li foil at
0.5 mA cm−2 . The pristine Li foil presents a smooth surface, its thickness is measured as 44.6 μm (Fig. 1a-c). As shown in Fig. 1d, the Cu
substrate was found to be exposed after only 3 mAh cm−2 (~33%) of
the Li was electrochemically stripped. On this non-uniform Li substrate,
~10 μm-sized isolated Li particles were observed via scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (Fig. 1e). Besides the isolated Li particles, the thickness of the partially stripped Li foil was non-uniform, which ranges from
0 to 32.6 μm (Fig. 1f).
3.2. The design of the novel anode free cell with replenishable Li
The impact of such “dead” Li formation on the operation of a conventional LMB is depicted in Fig. 2a, where the formation of isolated Li
particles over repeated cycles eventually consumes all of the available
excess Li, resulting in an exponential decay in capacity [34,35,37]. As
a comparison, the anode free LMB in Fig. 2b only plates/strips Li from
the cathode, where the reversible capacity of the cell degrades from the
ﬁrst cycle. While pit corrosion in anode free LMBs is signiﬁcantly diminished from limited Li LMBs, their cycle life is typically too low to be
employed. Our decoupled anode free cell with replenishable Li (Fig. 2c)
seeks to mitigate this issue, where a replenishable Li reservoir is placed
on the back of the Cu anode, which allows the battery to operate as
an anode free cell during standard rate charging and discharging due
to the greatly increased impedance of the diﬀusion path to the Li reservoir, all the while producing minimal “dead” Li from pit corrosion. After
the output capacity of this decoupled anode free cell decreases below a
set threshold, the capacity is replenished from the reservoir through an
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Fig. 2. The schematics of the three diﬀerent cell conﬁgurations. a) Limited Li full cell. b) Anode-free full cell. c) Anode-free full cell with replenishable Li.

extremely low-rate lithiation. This cell design and operation scheme results in a cycle life longer than either limited Li and anode free cells
while maintaining the energy density of the former.

charge steps were also applied to this cell, where the speciﬁc capacity
of the LFP was found to slightly increase to 101.3 mAh g−1 (Fig. 3b).
We note that the same two-step discharge at low current densities was
applied to both the replenishment design and the conventional design.
In the former, the two step discharge serves to replenish the capacity
from the Li reservoir; in the later, the slow discharge helps to extract
more capacity as well (some lithium in the conventional design can be
accessed at low rates). As shown in Fig. 3a & c, the Cu|Li||LFP delivered
cumulative capacities (sum of output capacity over all cycles) of 60.53
mAh cm−2 , while the Li|Cu||LFP exhibited higher cumulative capacities
of 75.69 mAh cm−2 (25 % improvement).
The morphologies of the cycled Li in the two cells were investigated
by SEM (Fig. 4 and Fig. S6). Fig. 4a-d presents the morphology of the
Li from the Cu|Li|| LFP, where both dendritic Li and isolated “dead” Li
particles were observed. The ~ 5 μm “dead” Li particles were found to
be randomly distributed in the cycled Li ﬁlm, which is likely induced
by the pit corrosion, consistent with the previous stripping experiments
[36]. These metallic Li particles are not accessible even at slow discharge currents, and contribute to the short lifetime of the Cu|Li||LFP
cell. Additionally, there is an extreme increase in Li thickness from 11.5
μm to 93.1 μm over the cycle lifetime, corresponding to an extreme
increase in porosity. Although the cycled Li from the Li|Cu||LFP also
exhibited dendritic Li, which is commonly observed in carbonate electrolytes, there was no observable “dead” Li, indicating the utilization of
the Li in Li|Cu|| LFP is higher than the Li in Cu|Li||LFP. Furthermore,
the thickness of the cycled Li in the Li|Cu||LFP cell was found to be 39.3
μm after the complete depletion of the replenishable Li reservoir. The
optical image and SEM image of the Li reservoir at the end of the cell
life indicated the near full utilization of the Li reservoir (Fig. S7).

3.3. The performance of Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell in carbonate electrolyte
To assemble these cells, 12.5 mm diameter Li ﬁlms (2 mAh cm−2 )
and 6 mm in diameter Li ﬁlms with areal capacity of 8 mAh cm−2 were
ﬁrst prepared via electrochemical deposition on Cu substrates in ether
electrolyte at 0.1 mA cm−2 (Fig. S1-2) to ensure the same starting morphology and excess Li capacity of 2.26 mAh. The electrochemically deposited Li ﬁlms were found to consist of closely packed Li particles with
diameters of ~20 μm. The thickness of the 2 mAh cm−2 Li and the 8
mAh cm−2 Li were 11.5 μm and 41.9 μm, respectively, which are close
to the theoretical thickness of 100% dense Li [29].
The performance of the cells was ﬁrstly evaluated in 1.2 M LiPF6
in EC/EMC (1:1 wt) + 2 wt % VC electrolyte. The prepared anodes
were paired with LFP cathodes at a N/P ratio of ~ 0.8, in which the
12.5 mm and 6 mm Li ﬁlms were assembled facing towards, and away
from the LFP, respectively (Fig. S3). Henceforth, these cells will be referred to as Cu|Li||LFP, and Li|Cu||LFP, which were tested by continuous charge/discharge cycling at 0.5 mA cm−2 between 2 - 4V until
their capacity retention dropped below 75% (Fig. 3a & c and Fig. S4).
We estimate that the Li+ diﬀusion path between Li and LFP cathode in
Cu|Li||LFP is 25 μm (the thickness of the Celgard separator), and the
path in Li|Cu||LFP is at least 6 mm (> 240 times longer). Because of
the greatly increased impedance due to the long diﬀusion path to the Li
reservoir in Li|Cu||LFP, the battery operates as an anode free cell during
standard rate charging and discharging with almost no access to the Li
reservoir. After 10 cycles, the speciﬁc capacity of the LFP in Li|Cu||LFP
dropped to 96.8 mAh g−1 (Fig. 3d). The normal discharge current density at 0.5 mA cm−2 was not able to access the Li reservoir (Fig. S5). A
low current density discharge at 0.02 mA cm−2 was performed to replenish the LFP capacity, which recovered the speciﬁc capacity of the LFP
to 129 mAh g−1 . Afterwards, the Li|Cu||LFP was further discharged at
0.01 mA cm−2 . The speciﬁc capacity of the LFP in Li|Cu||LFP was replenished to a combined 131.4 mAh g−1 after the two slow discharge steps.
As a comparison, the speciﬁc capacity of the LFP of the typical Cu|Li||
LFP decreased to 98.6 mAh g−1 after 26 cycles where all the excess Li
was already consumed. To provide a fair comparison, the two slow dis-

3.4. The performance of Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell in ether electrolyte
In order to conﬁrm that the novel cell design also improves cycle
lifetime utilizing electrolytes with higher intrinsic Li CE, a 1 M LiFSI, 1
M LiTFSI, and 0.5 M LiNO3 in DOL/DME (1:1 wt) electrolyte was utilized for the same cycling test. It was found for this ether electrolyte,
the typical Cu|Li||LFP cell reached 75% capacity retention at the 90th
cycle (Fig. 5a & Fig. S8), and the extra two slow discharge steps partially
recovered the speciﬁc capacity of the LFP to 117.5 mAh g−1 (Fig. 5b),
suggesting that the SEI layer on the isolated Li particles was not com253
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Fig. 3. The cycling performance of the limited Li full cells. a) Cu|Li||LiFePO4 and c)
Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cells utilizing the 1.2 M LiPF6
in EC/EMC (1:1 wt) + 2 wt % VC electrolyte. b)
Voltage proﬁles of the Cu|Li||LiFePO4 cell. d)
Voltage proﬁles of the Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell. The
ﬁrst charge/discharge is under 0.2 mA cm−2 ,
the following cycles are under 0.5 mA cm−2 ,
once the capacity of the cell drops below 75%
of the original capacity of the cell, Li is replenished to the cathode by ﬁrstly discharging at
0.02 mA cm−2 , then another discharge step at
0.01 mA cm−2 .

Fig. 4. SEM images of the Li anodes at the
end of the cycle life of the cells. a) and b)
Top view of the Li from the Cu|Li||LiFePO4
cell. c) and d) Cross-sectional view of the Li
from the Cu|Li||LiFePO4 cell. e) and f) Top
view of the Li from the Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell. g)
and h) Cross-sectional view of the Li from the
Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell.

Fig. 5. The cycling performance of the limited Li full cells. a) Cu|Li||LiFePO4 and c)
Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cells utilizing the 1 M LiFSI,
1 M LiTFSI, and 0.5 M LiNO3 in DOL/DME
(1:1 weight ratio) electrolyte. b) Voltage proﬁles of the Cu|Li||LiFePO4 cell. d) Voltage
proﬁles of the Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell. The ﬁrst
charge/discharge is under 0.2 mA cm−2 , the
following cycles are under 0.5 mA cm−2 , once
the capacity of the cell drops below 75% of the
original capacity of the cell, Li is replenished to
the cathode by ﬁrstly discharging at 0.02 mA
cm−2 , then another discharge step at 0.01 mA
cm−2 .
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Fig. 6. SEM images of the Li anodes at the
end of the cycle life of the cells. a) and b)
Top view of the Li from the Cu|Li||LiFePO4
cell. c) and d) Cross-sectional view of the Li
from the Cu|Li||LiFePO4 cell. e) and f) Top
view of the Li from the Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell. g)
and h) Cross-sectional view of the Li from the
Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cell.

Supporting Information. The morphologies of the thin Li
ﬁlms used in this study. The comparison of Cu|Li||LiFePO4 and
Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cells cycled in diﬀerent electrolytes. SEM of cycled Li
from Cu|Li||LiFePO4 and Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cells after 9 cycles. XPS of
cycled Li from Cu|Li||LiFePO4 and Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cells. EIS of cycled
Cu|Li||LiFePO4 and Li|Cu||LiFePO4 cells.

pletely insulating and a certain amount of the isolated Li particles were
still accessible. Overall, the Cu|Li||LFP cell reached 75% capacity retention at the 104th cycles (including slow discharge steps), corresponding
to cumulative capacities of 204.65 mAh cm−2 . The improved cycle life
of these cells compared to those utilizing carbonate electrolytes is likely
a result of the higher CE of Li cycling in the ether system. In contrast, the
decoupled Li|Cu||LFP cells did not fail until the 146th cycle, corresponding to a cumulative capacity of 273.42 mAh cm−2 (34 % improvement)
(Fig. 5c & d).
These cells were also disassembled to investigate the Li morphology
of the Cu|Li||LFP cell, where SEM images still revealed large electronically isolated Li particles, and an increase in Li thickness from 11.5
μm to 44.2 μm (Fig. 6a-d) despite the relatively high intrinsic CE and
dendrite-free morphology of the ether system. The decoupled Li|Cu||LFP
cells showed improved Li deposition, where no isolated Li particles were
observed, and the thickness of the cycled Li was found to be 28.5 μm
after full utilization of the replenishable Li reservoir (Fig. 6e-h). These
Li ﬁlms were also characterized by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(XPS) to reveal the chemical species of their SEI layers. Both of the
Li ﬁlms showed C-SOx , S=O, C-F, S-Ox, Li-S, and LiF signals on their
surface (Fig. S9), [11,12] indicating their SEI are dominated by the
reduction products of the LiTFSI and LiFSI salts. Since the Cu|Li||LFP
and Li|Cu||LFP were cycled in the same electrolyte, the compositions
of SEI on their Li were very similar. Additionally, the advantage of our
novel cell design is more evident at high charge/discharge current density, where cycling tests at 2 mA cm−2 yielded cumulative capacities
of 132.64 mAh cm−2 and 191.16 mAh cm−2 for the Cu|Li||LFP and
Li|Cu||LFP cells, respectively, which corresponds to a 44% enhancement
(Fig. S10).
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the cells employing the ether electrolyte was also conducted at the end of their cycle
lives (Fig. S11). The semicircles at high-frequency regions represent the
interfacial resistance at the electrode/electrolyte interface [30,38]. The
Cu|Li||LFP cell shows a high interfacial resistance of 1682 Ω, whereas
the Li|Cu||LFP displayed a signiﬁcantly reduced RSEI of 59.94 Ω. The
high interfacial resistance explains that the large electronically isolated
Li particles in Cu|Li||LFP cell are not accessible even at an extremely
low discharge current density. It also explains the higher voltage polarization in Cu|Li||LFP cell.
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